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31 IntroductionIn this paper, we consider the connection of the solution set of a discretetime Riccati equation (DARE) to the invariant subspaces of a linear opera-tor. Because this paper is not written to be self-contained, we assume thatthe reader has access (and some understanding) to the our previous works[12], [13], [14], [16], [17], and [18]. All these works are written in discrete timebut the references they contain are mostly written in continuous time. A pre-liminary version of this paper have been presented in MMAR98 conference,Poland, see [15].Let us �rst recall some basic notions. Let � = ( A BC D ) be an I/O stableand output stable discrete time linear system (DLS), and J 2 L(Y ) a self-adjoint cost operator. The symbol Ric(�; J) denotes the associated discretetime Riccati equation, given by8><>: A�PA� P + C�JC = K�P�PKP�P = D�JD +B�PB�PKP = �D�JC � B�PA:(1)If P is a self-adjoint solution of Ric(�; J), we write P 2 Ric(�; J). So, thesame symbol is used for DARE and its solutions set. We believe this doesnot cause any confusion.We make it a standing assumption that � is both I/O stable and outputstable. Then DARE (1) is called H1DARE, and write ric(�; J) in placefor Ric(�; J). A reasonable theory for H1DARE is given in our previousworks [16] and [17]. Several subsets of the solution set Ric(�; J) are de�nedand studied in [16]. The most interesting (and smallest) of them, the set ofregular H1 solutions ric0(�; J), contains those P 2 Ric(�; J) whose spectralDLS �P := � A B�KP I � is both output stable and I/O stable, and, in addition,the residual cost operator LA;P := s� limj!1 A�jPAjexists and equals 0.1.1 Partial ordering and Riccati equationOur starting point is the following lemma, given in [17, Theorem 95]. Itrelates, under technical assumptions, the natural partial ordering of the non-negative solutions P 2 ric0(�; J) to the partial ordering of certain chains of(adjoined) partial inner factors of the I/O map D�.



4Lemma 1. Let J � 0 be a cost operator in L(Y ). Let � := ( A BC D ) be an I/Ostable and output stable DLS, such that range(B�) = H. Assume that theinput space U and the output space Y are separable, and the input operator Bis Hilbert�Schmidt. Assume that the regular critical solution P crit0 2 ric0(�; J)exists.For P1; P2 2 ric0(�; J), the following are equivalent(i) P1 � P2.(ii) range( eNP1��+) � range( eNP2��+), where NP is the (�P ;�P crit)-inner fac-tor of D�P .We have to explain what the causal Toeplitz operator eNP1��+, with anadjoint symbol, means in the previous lemma. The adjoint I/O map of NPby eNP is easiest de�ned in terms of the transfer functions eNP (z) = NP (�z)�,for all z 2 D. To see what NP stands for, consider the following spectralDLS, centered at P 2 ric0(�; J)�P := � A B�KP I �for arbitrary P 2 ric0(�; J). Its I/O map D�P is a stable spectral factor ofthe Popov operator D��JD�. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, the I/Omap D�P has a (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner/outer factorization D�P = NPX , wherethe outer factor X has a bounded inverse. Furthermore, X is independentof the particular choice of solution P 2 ric0(�; J), and it follows that theinner part NP alone is responsible for parameterizing di�erent stable spectralfactors of the Popov operator. We conclude that the partial ordering of thenonnegative P 2 ric0(�; J) becomes important because its connection to thespectral factorization structure of D��JD�, and if P � 0, to the inner-outerfactorization of D� in an order-preserving way, see [17, Lemma 79].In operator theory, the notion of partial ordering emerges in connectionwith the lattice of invariant subspaces of a bounded linear operator. Thequestion arises, whether the natural partial ordering of ric0(�; J), as dis-cussed above, would describe the invariant structure of some linear operatorin a fruitful way. We are led to seek answers to the following two mainquestions:A. Is there a bounded linear operator T , a model operator, such thatthe natural partial ordering of the solution set ric0(�; J) (under somerestrictive, but technical assumptions) gets encoded into the invariant(or co-invariant) subspace structure of T ?B. If such T exists, can it be expressed in simple and practical terms of thegiven original data, namely the quadruple ( A BC D ) together with the costoperator J? Furthermore, can we obtain system theoretic informationabout the DLS � and the associated H1DARE (1), by looking at thestructure of such an operator T ?



5It is well know that several variants of both these question can be (and havebeen) given a positive answer, under some particular restrictive assumptionsthat vary from work to work. These lead to several approaches, leading todi�erent descriptions of the partial ordering of the solutions set of DARE.We proceed to make a brief survey of this literature in Subsections 1.2 and1.3. After that we return to interpret Lemma 1 in Subsection 1.4, and getanother candidate for the model operator T .1.2 Description in terms of invariant subspacesof a Hamiltonian operatorIn the case of a matrix-valued DARE, the standard theory, as presented ingreat detail in the monograph [10], provides us answers to the main questionsA. and B. of the previous Subsection. In this theory, the solutions of DAREare in one-to-one correspondence with the family of maximal, j-neutral in-variant subspaces of a j-unitary Hamiltonian operator T . Here the Hermitianmatrix j := � 0 �iIiI 0 � induces an inde�nite scalar product, and the require-ment of j-neutrality is related to the requirement that the solution of DAREshould be self-adjoint. For a particular construction of T from the data ofDARE, see [10, Chapter 12]. See also [9] which contains good references andan account of history.Analogous operator approaches have been developed for systems withan in�nite-dimensional state space, see the continuous time example [2, Ex.6.25] for Hamiltonians that are Riesz spectral operators, and its application[3, Lemma 3.0.4]. We remark that in the literature, the main emphasis lieson a a less general DARE (its continuous time analogue), arising from theLeast Squares type of problems. This LQDARE is given by( A�PA� P + C�JC = A�PB � ��1P �B�PA�P = D�JD +B�PB:(2)Further comments and comparisons about the Riccati equations (1) and (2)can be found in the introductory section of [17].1.3 Description in terms of unobservable, unstable sub-spacesThe unobservable and unstable subspaces of the semigroup generator A canbe used to classify the nonnegative solutions P for LQDARE of type (2).These subspaces coincide with (the essential part of) the null spaces ker(P ).In this direction we refer to �nite dimensional results [11], [23], [24], and[25]. A particularly interesting result on the factorization of rational discretetime inner function is [8, Theorem 4.1] and a continuous time result [7,Theorem 4.3]. The results in [1] and [3] are also in this directions but in�nitedimensional.



6 We now consider the discrete time matrix work [25] (Wimmer) as a rep-resentative of this genre. The LQDARE considered is a special case of (2),written in our notations asA�PA� P + C�C = A�PB (I +B�PB)�1B�PA:(3)The linear system associated to this LQDARE is assumed to output stabiliz-able, which is a su�cient and necessary condition for the LQDARE to havea nonnegative solution. The state space Cn is written as a direct sum of twosubspaces Cn := U0�Ur, where U0 is a subspace of V=(A;C), and the latteris the subspace spanned by unobservable generalized eigenvectors associatedto the unimodular eigenvalues of A. In [25, Theorem 1.1], it is shown thatany nonnegative solution P can be decomposed according to this direct sumrepresentation. The part corresponding to U0, say P0 � 0, is a solution ofa Liapunov equation. As a source of inconvenience, P0 is essentially forgot-ten. The other part, say Pr � 0, solves a reduced Riccati equation, and isinteresting enough to be further studied. The nonnegative solutions Pr 2 Sof the reduced DARE can now be classi�ed roughly as follows. To this end,we de�ne the family N of subspaces of CnN := �N � Cn j AN � N;V�(A;C) � N � V (A;C); N +R(A;B) + E<(A) = Cn	where V (A;C) is the unobservable subspace, V�(A;C) is the stable unob-servable subspace, R(A;B) is the controllable subspace (range of the con-trollability map) and E<(A) is the stable spectral subspace of the semigroupgenerator A. The set N is shown to be in one-to-one order-preserving cor-respondence with the solutions Pr 2 S of the reduced LQDARE, see [25,Theorem 1.3]. The correspondence is given by the mapping  : S ! N isgiven by (Pr) = ker(Pr). We remark that for the class of LQDAREs (3),it is quite easy to show that the null spaces ker(P ) are A-invariant. In fact,this technique is used in the proof of Lemma 9.1.4 Descriptions in terms of shift-invariant subspacesThere is a completely di�erent candidate for a model operator T , discussedin Subsection 1.1. This approach is based on Lemma 1, and it consequentlyoriginates from our previous works [16] and [17]. To be more precise, we �rsthave to interpret Lemma 1 in the sense of Beurling�Lax�Halmos Theoremon the shift-invariant subspaces.In order to be able to speak about the usual inner transfer functions,we normalize and de�ne the I/O map eN �P := �� 12P crit0 eNP� 12P . Now the transferfunction eN �P (z) is inner L(U)-valued analytic function in D, having unitarynontangential boundary limits eN �P (ei�) a.e. ei� 2 T. Furthermore, eN �P ��+is the Toeplitz operator with causal symbol, equivalent (via Fourier trans-form) to the multiplication operator by the (boundary trace of the) transfer



7function eN �P (ei�) on the Hardy space H2(T;U) � L2(T;U). So as the rangespaces range( eN �P ��+), the reader will immediately notice that this situationis described by the Beurling�Lax�Halmos Theorem of forward shift-invariantsubspaces.Because the inclusion of the ranges range( eN �P ��+) obey the partial orderingof P 2 ric0(�; J) by Lemma 1, it follows that the orthogonal complementspaces, denoted by K�̂�(P ) := `2(Z+;U)	 range( eN �P ��+);(4)are partially ordered by inclusion, but in a reverse direction. Clearly K�̂�(P )are (backward unilateral shift) S�-invariant. We conclude that the restric-tions S�jK�̂�(P ) obey the partial ordering of the solution set ric0(�; J), andit is easy to imagine that each S�jK�̂�(P ), P 2 ric0(�; J), can be seen as partof an associated operator T in its invariant subspace. This T would be arestriction of the backward shift, too.We have presented a rough outline of an answer to the �rst main questionA. we asked in Subsection 1.1. We now proceed to show that alse the secondmain question B can answered in a satisfactory manner. In Subsection 1.5,we discuss why the present approach is interesting from operator and systemtheoretic point of view. In Subsection 1.6 we (quite super�cially) compareour approach to the two approaches, reviewed in Subsections 1.2 and 1.3.1.5 Why is the desription by the shift-invariant sub-spaces interesting?From �rst sight it might seem that the choice of (a truncated version of the)the backward shift S� on `2(Z+;U) as the model operator T would be unin-teresting. Such T could have very little to do with the original data, namelythe I/O stable and output stable DLS � = ( A BC D ) and the cost operatorJ � 0. Even if there were a connection, it might be techically complicatedto describe. Such a connection could be quite intractable, so that actualnumerical computations (needed in the applications of the Riccati equationtheory) could be impossible. In this description, the model operator T oper-ates generally in a in�nite-dimensional sequence space `2(Z+;U), even if allthe spaces U , H and Y were �nite dimensional. In Subsections 1.2 and 1.3,the solutions were parameterized by subspaces H � H and H, respectively,where H is the �nite dimensional state space. At least in the �rst case, thesolution of matrix DARE can be found (even numerically!) by solving ageneralized Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem.If all the bad things were true, the second main question B. might lack areasonable answer, and the practical signi�cance of our earlier works [16] and[17] would be diminished. The main goal of this paper is to establish a clearand simple connection of the compressed shifts S�jK�̂�(P ), P 2 ric0(�; J), tothe original data ( A BC D ) and J . We consider �rst certain closed loop semigroup(co-)invariant subspaces of the state space.



8 Let J � 0 be a cost operator, and � = ( A BC D ) an output stable and I/Ostable DLS, with range(B�) = H. Assume that a regular critical solutionP crit0 := �Ccrit� �� JCcrit� exists, and let P 2 Ric(�; J) be such that 0 � P �P crit0 . De�ne the subspaces HP := ker(P crit0 � P )? = range(P crit0 � P ) � Hwhere H is the state space of �. Clearly, the subspaces HP are ordered (byinclusion) in the same way as are the solutions 0 � P � P crit0 (by nonnegativ-ity). By a particular case of Corollary 8, each HP is a co-invariant subspacefor the closed loop semigroup generator Acrit := AP crit0 = A + BKP crit0 . Weconclude that the (Acrit)�-invariant subspaces HP , together with the restric-tions (Acrit)�jHP , obey the partial ordering of the setfP 2 Ric(�; J) j 0 � P � P crit0 g = fP 2 ric0(�; J) j P � 0g;where the equality is by [17, Theorem 96], under stronger assumptions.It is the main result of this paper to show that the compressions of theshift S�jK�̂�(P ) can be connected to restrictions (Acrit)�jHP , for all P 2ric0(�; J), P � 0. We now explain the outline how this is done. For tech-nical simplicity, it is now assumed that D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner, and the outerfactor X of D� (and each D�P ) equals the shift-invariant identity I. A real-ization]�(P ) is constructed for eNP , such that the semigroup generator]�(P )is the restriction (Acrit)�jHP , see Lemma 14. Under stronger technical as-sumptions,]�(P ) becomes output stable (dom(C]�(P )) = HP ) and observable(ker(C]�(P )) = f0g), see claims (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 22. Now we have thecommutant equationS�C�̂�(P ) = ��+� �C�̂�(P ) = C�̂�(P )(Acrit�jHP );(5)which connects (Acrit)�jHP to a compression of the backward shiftS�jrange(C�̂�(P )). Here �̂�(P ) is a normalized version of]�(P ). Furthermore,it appears that range(C�̂�(P )) is closed, and equals the co-invariant subspaceK�̂�(P ), de�ned in equation (4).This shows that the two descriptions of the set ric0(�; J),the former by restricted operators (Acrit)�jHP and the latter by restrictedshifts S�jrange(C�̂�(P )), are connected by a similarity equivalence, inducedby a bounded linear bijection. This connection is analogous to the connec-tion of the zeroes and poles of a rational inner function to the generalizedeigenvectors and eigenvalues of the semigroup generator of its matrix-valuedrealization. However, we use neither the notion of zeroes, nor the general-ized eigenspaces of the semigroups. In this sense, our results are �genuinely�in�nite dimensional.



91.6 Comparison to similar existing theoriesIn Subsection 1.3, it was indicated how to parameterize the solution of LQ-DARE by A-invariant null spaces ker(P ). In our approach, we seem to haveturned everything upside down; we parameterize the solutions of DARE byAcrit -co-invariant subspaces ker(P crit0 �P ). We now explain why this is done.For all P 2 ric0(�; J), P � 0, we have the stable factorizationJ 12D� = J 12D�P � D�P ;(6)assuming that the technical assumptions of [17, Lemma 79] are satis�ed.In principle, each of the factors J 12D�P and D�P could be used to associatechains of inner factors and shift-invariant subspaces to chains in ric0(�; J). In[17], we have chosen to use spectral DLS �P because it is an easier object tohandle than the I/O map of J 12D�P . The �rst reason for this is that the inputspace U and the output space Y of J 12D� are generally di�erent. We havethe additional trouble that for noncoercive J � 0, we can only conclude theoutput stability and I/O stability of J 12D�P in [17, Lemma 79], but not thatof D�P ; thus Ric(�P ; J) is not generally a H1DARE. Finally, if we make therequirement (and we always do!) that a solution P 2 Ric(�; J) should havean invertible indicator �P , it then follows that each of the spectral DLSs �Pcan be normalized to have a boundedly invertible feed-through operator; inour case it is the indentity. Thus the inconvenient nonsquareness and possible�zero� of the transfer function D�(z) at z = 0 will always be included in theleft factors J 12D�P in the factorization (6).We now explain why the choise of �P over �P �turns everything upsidedown�. By D�P = NPX denote the (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner-outer factorization.Because the inner factor in D�P �decomposes� from the left in factorization(6), and it should �decompose� from the right in order to be in harmonywith the Beurling�Lax�Halmos Theorem, we have to adjoin once and useeNP instead of NP in Lemma 1. This is the reason why Acrit-co-invariantsubspaces HP must be used, instead of some Acrit-invariant subspaces. Ananalogous comment can be made why the spaces ker(P crit0 � P ) rather thanker(P ) are used.We also remark that, under technical assumptions, the approaches pre-sented in Subsections 1.2 and 1.3 give a full classi�cation of the solution setsof the DARE. Our corresponding results work only in one direction: to eachreasonable solution of DARE, a restricted backward shift is associated, butnot conversely. Much of this apparent weakness could be �xed if we a practi-cal form of a state space isomorphism theorem were available. Unfortunately,this is not possible in the full generality that we are considering.



101.7 The technical outline of this workIn this subsection, we give an outline and a technical battle plan of thispaper. The following standing assumptions are used throughout the paper:(i) The basic DLS � = ( A BC D ) is I/O stable and output stable, such thatdom(C�) := fx 2 H j Cx 2 `2(Z+;Y )g is all of the state space H.Furthermore, � is assumed to be approximately controllable in thesense range(B�) = H, where range(B�) := B�dom(B�) and dom(B�) :=Seq�(U).(ii) The input space U , the state space H, and the output space Y areseparable Hilbert spaces.(iii) H1DARE (1) has the unique regular critical solution P crit0 :=�Ccrit� �� JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) whose indicator satis�es �P crit0 > 0. HereCcrit� := (I � ��+D�(��+D��JD���+)�1��+D��J)C�is the critical closed loop observability map, see [16, De�nition 28 andProposition 29].We also assume that the I/O map D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner, but this technicalassumption is lifted in the �nal Section 7. To obtain the full results of thispaper, the DLS � = ( A BC D ) is assumed input stable, the input operator B isHilbert�Schmidt, and the cost operator J is nonnegative. In this case, theregular critical solution P crit0 is nonnegative, and its indicator is de�nitelypositive.In Section 2, we give basic result for DLSs � whose I/O map D� is (J; S)-inner, i.e. D��JD� = S � Ifor some self-adjoint, boundedly invertible S 2 L(U). It appears that theH1DARE ric(�; J) always has the critical regular solution P crit0 , and in fact�P crit0 = S, see Proposition 2. In claim (iii) of Lemma 6, we show thatP crit0 = C��JC�. In claim (iv) of Lemma 6, we show that the null spaceker(P crit0 � P ) is A-invariant, for P 2 ric0(�; J) with a positive indicator.The rest of Section 2 is devoted to proving that the null spaces of typeker( ~P �P ) are A ~P -invariant, provided that P; ~P 2 ric0(�; J) are comparableto each other, see Lemma 9 and Corollary 10.The reason to study a DLS with a (J;�P crit0 )-inner I/O map is the fol-lowing. If we consider the cost optimization problem in the sense of [12],associated to the pair (�; J), many proofs and formulae will simplify. Samecomment holds also for the H1DARE theory, as presented in [16] and [17].This is due to the fact that the outer factor X in the (J;�P crit0 )-inner-outerfactorization D = NX is identity, because we normalize S = �P crit0 and�0X�0 = I. We take the full advantage of all this triviality. In the �nal



11Section 7, we generalize the results to DLSs having a nontrivial outer fac-tor X 6= I, by using the results of [17, Section 15]. It is the price of thisadditional generality that stronger technical assumptions must be made, seeTheorems 23 and 27.In Proposition 12, the null space of the observability map C� is �dividedaway� from the state space H, to obtain an observable DLS �red that has thesame I/O map as � but a smaller state space. We remark that D� is not re-quired to be (J;�P crit0 )-inner in Proposition 12. In De�nition 13, we associatethe characteristic DLS �(P ) to each P 2 ric0(�; J). The characteristic DLS�(P ) is simply a reduced, observable version of the spectral DLS �P in thesense of Proposition 12. The basic properties of �(P ) are given in Lemma14. In particular, D�(P ) = D�P = NP , where D�P = NPX = NPI is the(�P ;�P crit0 )-inner-outer factorization, see [16, Proposition 55].The semigroup generator of �(P ) is the compression �PAjHP , where�P is the orthogonal projection of H onto ker(P crit0 � P )?, and HP :=range(�P ) is the state space of �(P ). Because �PA = �PA�P by Lemma6, ��PAjHP�� equals the restriction A�jHP . Trivially, if P crit0 � P1 � P2 forP1; P2 2 ric0(�; J), then f0g = HP crit0 � HP1 � HP2 � H. This connects thepartial ordering of the solution set ric0(�; J) to the partial ordering of theA�-invariant subspaces HP , for the DLS � with a (J; S)-inner I/O map.In Section 4, an orthogonality result is given for DLSs whose trans-fer functions are inner. In claim (iii) of Proposition 15, it is shown thatrange(C�) = range(��+D���) if range(��+D���) is closed and proper techni-cal assumptions hold. An application of this result is Lemma 17, where theorthogonal direct sum decomposition`2(Z+;U) = range( eN �P ��+)� range(C�̂�(P ))(7)is proved for DLSs � whose I/O map is (J;�P crit0 )-inner and P 2 ric0(�; J)is arbitrary. We remark that range(C�̂�(P )) is closed as a conclusion, notas an assumption of Lemma 17. The operator eN �P and the DLS �̂�(P ) areconnected to the characteristic DLS �(P ) by equations (13) and (14).In Section 5, we give a brief overview about a particular case of theSz.Nagy�Foias shift operator model. The inner characteristic functions forclass C00-contractions are introduced, and necessary results from the spectralfunction theory are presented. Some work is done to translate the frequencyspace notions, commonly used in the literature, to the time domain notionsused in our Riccati equation work.In Section 6 we give our �rst main results. The battle plan here is roughlyas follows. For arbitrary P 2 ric0(�; J), we study the normalized and ad-joint version of the characteristic DLS �(P ), denoted by �̂�(P ) and de�nedin equation (14). The inner transfer function D�̂�(P )(z) = eN �P (z) is the char-acteristic function of the truncated shift operator S�jK�̂�(P ) in the sense ofSz.Nagy�Foias. Here K�̂�(P ) := `2(Z+;U)	 range(D�̂�(P )) is the S�-invariantsubspace, as given in De�nition 21. The spectral function theory, presented



12in Section 5, connects e�ectively the operator theoretic properties of theC00-contraction S�jK�̂�(P ) to the function theory of the normalized transferfunction eN �P (z), without assuming any �nite dimensionality in any of thespaces or the operators.Because D�(P ) = D�P = NP by our (practically) standing assumption onthe outer factor X = I, we conclude, by Lemma 17, the equality K�̂�(P ) =range(C�̂�(P )) from equation (7). We have obtained the similarity transform�S�jK�̂�(P )� C�̂�(P ) = ��+� �C�̂�(P ) = C�̂�(P ) �A�jHP�by the basic formula ��+� �C� = C�A that decribes the interaction of the back-ward time shift and the semigroup generator A for any DLS �. It is clear thatsuch a similarity transform gives us quite strong results about the restrictedadjoint semigroups A�jHP for P 2 ric0(�; J). Of course, the strongest re-sults are obtained when the similarity transform C�̂�(P ) is a bounded bijectionwith a bounded inverse, see Lemma 22 and Theorem 23. Then the restric-tions A�jHP are similar to a C00-contractions, whose characteristic functionsare causal, shift-invariant and stable partial inner factors of the I/O map D�,see [17, Theorems 81 and 83].So far we have considered only DLSs � = ( A BC D ) whose I/O maps are(J;�P crit0 )-inner. The general case, when D� is only assumed to be I/O stable,is considered in Section 7. Instead of requiring an inner I/O map, we nowrequire only that the regular critical solution P crit0 2 ric0(�; J) exists. Itis shown in [17, Section 15], that the structure of the H1DARE ric(�; J)remains unchanged, if a preliminary critical feedback associated to P crit0 2ric0(�; J) is applied. The resulting (closed loop) inner DLS has a (J;�P crit0 )-inner I/O map, and the results of the previous sections can be applied onthe pair (�P crit0 ; J) instead of the original pair (�; J). In order to have theequality ric0(�; J) = ric0(�P crit0 ; J) for the regular H1 solution sets. wemust assume, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 23, that the inputoperator B is Hilbert�Schmidt, and the cost operator J is nonnegative. Fordetails, see Theorem 27. Clearly, now the co-invariant subspace results arefor the critical closed loop semigroup generator Acrit = AP crit0 of �P crit0 , ratherthan the open loop semigroup generator A of �.



131.8 NotationsWe use the following notations throughout the paper: Z is the set of integers.Z+ := fj 2 Z j j � 0g. Z� := fj 2 Z j j < 0g. T is the unit circle andD is the open unit disk of the complex plane C. If H is a Hilbert space, thenL(H) denotes the bounded and LC(H) the compact linear operators in H.Elements of a Hilbert space are denoted by upper case letters; for exampleu 2 U . Sequences in Hilbert spaces are denoted by ~u = fuigi2I � U , whereI is the index set. Usually I = Z or I = Z+. Given a Hilbert space Z, wede�ne the sequence spacesSeq(Z) := �fzigi2Z j zi 2 Z and 9I 2 Z 8i � I : zi = 0	;Seq+(Z) := �fzigi2Z j zi 2 Z and 8i < 0 : zi = 0	;Seq�(Z) := �fzigi2Z 2 Seq(Z) j zi 2 Z and 8i � 0 : zi = 0	;`p(Z;Z) := �fzigi2Z � Z j Xi2Z jjzijjpZ <1	 for 1 � p <1;`p(Z+;Z) := �fzigi2Z+ � Z j Xi2Z+ jjzijjpZ <1	 for 1 � p <1;`1(Z;Z) := �fzigi2Z � Z j supi2Z jjzijjZ <1	:The following linear operators are de�ned for ~z 2 Seq(Z):� the projections for j; k 2 Z [ f�1g�[j;k]~z := fwjg; wi = zi for j � i � k; wi = 0 otherwise;�j := �[j;j]; �+ := �[1;1]; �� := �[�1;�1];��+ := �0 + �+; ��� := �0 + ��;� the bilateral forward time shift � and its inverse, the backward timeshift � � � ~u := fwjg where wj = uj�1;� �~u := fwjg where wj = uj+1:Other notations are introduced when they are needed.



142 DLSs with inner I/O mapsAs discussed in Section 1, we start this paper by considering �rst DLSs� = ( A BC D ) whose I/O map D� is (J; S)-inner for two self-adjoint operatorsJ 2 L(Y ) and S 2 L(U). Basic results for such DLSs are given in this section.In particular, we are interested in the invariant subspaces of the semigroupgenerator A that are of the form ker(P crit0 �P ). Here P crit0 := �Ccrit� �� JCcrit� 2ric0(�; J) is a regular critical solution, the closed loop critical observabilitymap is given byCcrit� := (I � ��+D�(��+D��JD���+)�1��+D��J)C�;and P 2 ric0(�; J) is another solution that is comparable to P crit0 . Suchinvariant subspaces are considered in Corollary 10. The A-co-invariant or-thogonal complements HP := ker(P crit0 � P )? in H are central in the laterdevelopments of this work.In order to be able to speak about the spaces ker(P crit0 � P ), the regularcritical solution P crit0 must, of course, exist. Clearly, for an (J; S)-inner I/Omap D�, the Popov operator is a static constant: D��JD� = S. Then thesu�cient and necessary conditions for the existence of a critical solution ofDARE are easy to give. The following result is a consequence of [16, Theorem27 and Proposition 29].Proposition 2. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator, and � = ( A BC D )an output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that D� is (J; S)-inner.Then S has a bounded inverse if and only if a regular critical solutionP crit0 2 ric0(�; J) exists. When this equivalence holds, S = �P crit0 and D� is(J;�P crit0 )-inner.For later reference, we give somewhat trivial and technical results aboutDLSs with an inner I/O map. If a DLS has an inner I/O map, so has itsadjoint DLS:Proposition 3. Assume that S1; S2 2 L(U) are boundedly invertible, S1 >0, S2 > 0, where U is separable Hilbert. Suppose that N is a (S1; S2)-innerI/O map of an I/O stable DLS with input space U , such that the static partsatis�es N (0) = I. Then the adjoint I/O map eN is (S�12 ; S�11 )-inner.Proof. By normalizing N � := S 121 NS� 122 , we get the transfer function N �(z)be inner from the left. Because N �(0) = S 121 S� 122 has a bounded inverse, itfollows by [16, Proposition 34] that N �(z) is inner inner from both sides. Thenontangential boundary trace N �(ei�) is unitary a.e. ei� 2 T. So the nontan-gential boundary trace of the adjoint function is eN �(ei�) := S� 122 eN (ei�)S 121 =N �(ei�)�. But now eN is (S�12 ; S�11 )-inner.



15The following corollary is about the I/O map eNP whose Toeplitz operatorappears in Lemma 1.Corollary 4. Let J 2 L(Y ) a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D )be an output stable and I/O stable DLS, with a separable input space U .Assume that a critical P crit0 2 ric0(�; J) exists, such that �P crit0 > 0. For anyP 2 ric0(�; J), let NP denote the (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner factor of D�P . Then theadjoint I/O map eNP is (��1P crit0 ;��1P )-inner.Proof. By [16, claim (i) of Proposition 55], D�P has the (�P ;�P crit0 )-innerfactor NP . The static part of NP is identity, by [16, claim (ii) of Proposition55]. The inertia result [16, Lemma 53] implies that �P > 0 for all P 2ric0(�; J). An application of Proposition 3 completes the proof.If J � 0, there are plenty of examples of DLS with (J; S)-inner I/O maps. Ifthe conditions of [17, claim (iii) of Lemma 79] are satis�ed, the (normalized)inner DLS J 12�P has a (I;�P )-inner I/O map, for each nonnegative P 2ric0(�; J). We also remark that, under restrictive assumptions, the familyof DLSs with inner I/O maps is su�ciently rich to carry the structure ofall H1DAREs that have a critical solution, in the sense of [17, Theorem105]. This will be exploited in Section 7 where the results of this paper areextended to the general DLSs that do not have an inner I/O map.The rest of this section is devoted to the study the Riccati equation, andsemigroup invariant subspaces of the state space. We start with a technicalproposition that only marginally depends on the structure of DARE.Proposition 5. Let � = ( A BC D ) be a DLS and J a self-adjoint cost opera-tor. Let P1; P2 2 Ric(�; J). Then KP2 � KP1 = ��1P2B�(P2 � P1)AP1 and��1P1B�(P2 � P1)AP1 = ��1P2B�(P2 � P1)AP2.Proof. To prove the �rst equation, we calculateKP1 �KP2 = ��1P1QP1 � ��1P2QP2 = (��1P1 � ��1P2 )QP1 + ��1P2 (QP1 �QP2);where QP := �D�JC�B�PA. Because x�1� y�1 = y�1(y�x)x�1, we have��1P1 � ��1P2 = ��1P2B�(P2 � P1)B��1P1 . Now we obtain, because QP1 � QP2 =B�(P2 � P1)AKP1 �KP2 = ��1P2 (B�(P2 � P1)BKP1 +B�(P2 � P1)A)= ��1P2B�(P2 � P1)(A+BKP1):This gives the �rst equation of the claim. The second equation is obtainedby interchanging P1 and P2 in the �rst equation, and comparing these twoequations.Basic properties of DLSs with (J;�P crit)-inner I/O map are given below.



16Lemma 6. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D ) bean output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that range(B�) = H. Assume thatthe regular critical solution P crit0 := �Ccrit� �� JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) exists, and theI/O map D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner.Then for any P 2 Ric(�; J) the following holds:(i) The feedback operators satisfy KP crit0 = 0 and KP = ���1P B�(P crit0 �P )A. Furthermore, AP crit0 = A and CP crit0 = C. The operator Q =P crit0 � P satis�es the following Riccati equation( A�QA�Q + A�QB � ��1P �B�QA = 0;�P = D�JD +B�PB:(8)(ii) The spectral DLS �P can be written in the following equivalent forms:�P = � A B�KP I � = � AP crit0 BKP crit0 �KP I � = � A B��1P B�(P crit0 � P )A I � :(9)
(iii) We have C� = C�Pcrit0 = Ccrit� and P crit0 = C��JC�.(iv) Assume, in addition, that P 2 ric0(�; J) and �P > 0. Then ker(P crit0 �P ) = ker(C�P ). In particular, ker(P crit0 � P ) is A-invariant.Proof. Because D� is assumed to be (J;�P crit0 )-inner, the outer factor X inthe unique (J;�P crit0 )-inner-outer factorization D� = NX equals the identityI. The outer factor X = I is the I/O map of the spectral DLS �P crit0 =� A B�KPcrit0 I �, whence we conclude that �KP crit0 jrange(B�) = 0. Because KP crit0is a bounded operator and range(B�) = H, by explicit assumption, it followsthat the critical feedback operator KP crit0 = 0. Immediately AP crit0 = A +BKP crit0 = A, CP crit0 = C + DKP crit0 = C, and the second equality in (9) isproved.By applying Proposition 5 to KP = KP � KP crit0 we obtain KP =���1P B�(P crit0 � P )A, for any P 2 Ric(�; J). This gives the third equal-ity in (9), and completes the proof of claim (ii).To complete the proof of claim (i), the Riccati equation (8) must beveri�ed. Because A�P crit0 P crit0 AP crit0 �P crit0 +C�P crit0 JCP crit0 = 0 by [17, Proposition68], and AP crit0 = A, CP crit0 = C, we haveA�P crit0 A� P crit0 + C�JC = 0:By rewriting the original DARE (1) with the aid of the already proved KP =���1P B�(P crit0 � P )A, we obtain for any P 2 Ric(�; J)A�PA� P + C�JC = A�(P crit0 � P )B � ��1P �B�(P crit0 � P )A:



17Subtracting these equations will give give the Riccati equation (8).We now consider claim (iii). Because KP crit0 = 0, the inner DLS at P crit0satis�es �P crit0 = �A BC D� = �;and so C� = C�Pcrit0 . Now claim [16, claim (iv) of Proposition 103] givesC�Pcrit0 = C�crit, whereCcrit� := (I � ��+D�(��+D��JD���+)�1��+D��J)C�:Thus P crit0 := �Ccrit� �� JCcrit� = C��JC�, and claim (iii) follows.Because P 2 ric(�; J), both � and �P are output stable. As in [16, proofof Proposition 23], we conclude from DARE A�PA�P +C�JC = K�P�PKPthat P = P � LA;P = C��JC� � C��P�PC�P ;(10)where the residual cost LA;P = s� limn!1A�PA exists and vanishes becauseP 2 ric0(�; J), by assumption. Inserting P crit0 = C��JC� into equation (10)gives P crit0 � P = C��P�PC�Pwhere P 2 ric0(�; J) is arbitrary. Because �P > 0, claim (iv) immediatelyfollows because ker(C�P ) is A-invariant.Actually, we now have all the results on invariant subspaces of the semigroupthat we need to complete this work. For academic interest, we continue tostudy the subspaces ker(P crit0 � P ). We begin with another variant for theresult of claim (iv) of Lemma 6 is the following:Corollary 7. Make the same assumptions as in Lemma 6. Let P 2 Ric(�; J)be arbitrary, such that �P > 0 and P � P crit0 .Then A ker(P crit0 � P ) � ker(P crit0 � P ).Proof. Now Q := P crit0 � P � 0 satis�es DARE (8). Furthermore, thisequation can be put into formA�Q 12 �R �Q 12A = Q; R = I +Q 12B��1P B�Q 12 :Now, because �P > 0 and the indicator is always invertible, ��1P > 0. It nowfollows that R � I. For any x 2 H we can now write the balance equationjjR 12 �Q 12Axjj = jjQ 12xjj:Because ker(Q 12 ) = ker(Q) = ker(P crit0 � P ), and R 12 has a bounded inverse,the claim follows.



18The case when P crit0 � P instead of P crit0 � P is investigated similarly:Corollary 8. Make the same assumptions as in Lemma 6, but assume, inaddition, that 0 2 Ric(�; J), �0 > 0, and P crit0 � 0. Let P 2 Ric(�; J) bearbitrary, such that �P > 0 and P crit0 � P .Then A ker(P crit0 � P ) � ker(P crit0 � P ).Proof. Again, we use the DARE (8). This time we write Q := P �P crit0 � 0.By claim (i) of Lemma 6, Q satis�esA�Q 12 �R �Q 12A = Q; R = I �Q 12B��1P B�Q 12 :This is exactly the same as the corresponding equation in Corollary 7, exceptthat one + has changed into�. The claim is proved when we can show, underthe additional assumption, that nevertheless R > 0 is boundedly invertible.Because P crit0 � 0, we have 0 < �P�P crit0 = �P �B�P crit0 B � �P . Becausethe indicator operator always has a bounded inverse, it follows that 0 <��1P � ��1P�P crit0 = ��1Q . Now, clearly R > 0 has a bounded inverse, if inequation R � I �Q 12B��1P�P crit0 B�Q 12 = I �Q 12B��1Q B�Q 12the right hand side is strictly positive. Because 0 2 Ric(�; J), is follows that�0 = D�JD > 0 has a bounded inverse. We haveQ 12B��1Q B�Q 12 = Q 12B (�0 +B�QB)�1B�Q 12= Q 12B�� 120 �I + �� 120 B�QB�� 120 ��1 �� 120 B�Q 12 = Q 12 ~B �I + ~B�Q ~B��1 ~B�Q 12 ;where ~B := B�� 120 . Now, by a straightforward calculation (e.g. with the aidof the Neumann series),(I +Q 12 ~B ~B�Q 12 )�1 = I �Q 12 ~B(I + ~B�Q ~B)�1 ~B�Q 12 = R;because Q 12 ~B ~B�Q 12 � 0 and thus I +Q 12 ~B ~B�Q 12 is boundedly invertible. Itfollows that R > 0 with a bounded inverse, and the claim is proved.An immediate consequence of Corollaries 7 and 8 is the following:Lemma 9. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D )be an output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that range(B�) = H. Assumethat the regular critical solution P crit0 := �Ccrit� �� JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) exists,and P crit0 � 0. Assume that the I/O map D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner. Assumethat 0 2 Ric(�; J) and D�JD = �0 > 0,Let P 2 Ric(�; J) be arbitrary, such that �P > 0, and P is comparableto P crit0 . Then A ker(P crit0 � P ) � ker(P crit0 � P ).The closed loop semigroup generators A ~P = A = BK ~P have the followinginvariance properties, for ~P 2 ric0(�; J), ~P � 0. Recall that these solutionsare exactly those that satisfy 0 � ~P � P crit0 , if the conditions of [17, Theorem96] hold.



19Corollary 10. Let J > 0 be a coercive self-adjoint cost operator in L(Y ).Let � = ( A BC D ) be an output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that range(B�) =H. Assume that the input space U and the output space Y are separable, andthe input operator B 2 L(U ;H) is Hilbert�Schmidt. Assume that the regularcritical solution P crit0 := �Ccrit� �� JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) exists, 0 2 Ric(�; J). Let~P 2 ric0(�; J), ~P � 0, be arbitrary.Let P 2 Ric(�; J) be arbitrary, such that �P > 0 and P is comparable to~P . Then A ~P ker( ~P � P ) � ker( ~P � P ).Proof. By [17, claim (iii) of Lemma 79] and the assumption that J has abounded inverse, the inner DLS� ~P = �A ~P BC ~P D�is output stable and I/O stable, and the I/O map D� ~P is (J;� ~P )-inner. ThusRic(� ~P ; J) is a H1DARE. Because range(B�) = H, it also follows thatrange(B� ~P ) = H, as in the proof of [17, Proposition 86]. By Proposition 2,there is a regular critical solution ~P crit0 2 ric0(� ~P ; J), and by [17, Lemma 100],~P crit0 = ~P � 0. Because the full solution sets of DAREs satisfy Ric(�; J) =Ric(� ~P ; J) by [17, Lemma 65], it follows that 0 2 Ric(� ~P ; J). Because J � 0,it follows that the indicator ~�0 = �0 = D�JD > 0. An application of Lemma9 on DLS � ~P and cost operator J proves the claim.



203 Characteristic DLS �(P )In this section, we �rst develop tools that are required to �divide� the unob-servable subspace ker(C�) away from the state space. This gives us a reducedDLS. With the aid of this construction, we de�ne the characteristic DLS�(P ) for each solution P 2 ric(�; J), see De�nition 13. The basic propertiesof �(P ) are given in Lemma 14.Proposition 11. Let � = ( A BC D ) be an output stable DLS. Then e� = ( A� C�B� D� )is input stable, and C�� = Be� � ip . Here ip = ip 2 = ip � is the unitarymapping on ~y 2 `2(Z;Y ), given by(ip ~y)j = y�j�1:Proof. Let ~y 2 `2(Z+;Y ), x0 2 H be arbitrary. Thenh~y; Cx0i = 1Xj=0 
yj; CAjx0� = 1Xj=0 
A�jC�yj; x0�= 1Xj=0 
A�jC�(ip ~y)�j�1; x0� = DBe�(ip ~y); x0E = 
C��~y; x0� :Actually the previous is (at �rst) true only for ~y with �nitely many nonzerocomponents. Only in this case ip ~y 2 dom(Be�), but then because dom(Be�) :=Seq�(Y ) is dense in `2(Z�;Y ), it follows that Be� � ip coincides with thebounded operator C� in a dense set. Because flip is unitary, it follows thatBe� is bounded and e� is input stable. Recall that dom(B) := Seq�(U) consistof �nitely long input sequences for all controllability maps. The input stablecontrollability map B can always be extended by continuity from dom(B) toall of `2(Z�;U).For a quite general DLS �, the kernel ker(C�) can be divided away from thestate space, without changing the I/O map D�.Proposition 12. Let � = ( A BC D ) be an output stable and I/O stable DLS,with state space H. Assume that H0 := ker(C�) is nontrivial.(i) Then there is a reduced DLS �red with a smaller state space Hred :=ker(C�)? � H, H = H0 �Hred, such that D� = D�red and ker(C�red) =f0g. The DLS �red is given by�red := ��redAjHred �redBCjHred D � ;where �red is the orthogonal projection of H onto Hred. In particular,�red is I/O stable and output stable.



21(ii) We have �redA = �redA�red, B�red = �redB� and C�red = C�jHred.Thus �red written in I/O-form is�red = �(�redAjHred)j �redB�� �jC�jHred D� � :(iii) The adjoint DLS g�red is I/O stable and input stable. Furthermore,range(Bg�red) = Hred.(iv) If, in addition, � is input stable, then �red is input stable and g�red isoutput stable.Proof. Trivially H0 := ker(C�) = \j�0ker(CAj) is A-invariant. By Proposi-tion 11, C�� = Be� �ip , where flip is the unitary �ip re�ecting `2(Z+;Y ) onto`2(Z�;Y ). We have ker(C�) = range(C��)? = range(Be�)?, where ~� = ( A� C�B� D� )is the adjoint DLS of �.Because the semigroup generator of e� is A�, it follows that the controllablesubspace of e�, given by Hred := range(Be�) = ker(C�)? is A�-invariant, andwe have the orthogonal direct sum decomposition H0 �Hred = H. If �red isthe orthogonal projection onto Hred, then A��red = �redA��red because theransge of the observability map is always semigroup invariant.De�ne the bounded operators via their adjoints as follows: (Ared)� :=A�jHred : Hred ! Hred, (Cred)� := �redC� : Y ! Hred and (Bred)� :=B�jHred : Hred ! U . De�ne the DLSs�red := �Ared BredCred D � ; g�red = �(Ared)� (Cred)�(Bred)� D� � :These DLSs are adjoints of each other, and the state space of both �red andg�red is, by de�nition, Hred � H. It is easy to see that �red equals the onegiven in claim (i).Because A��red = �redA��red, it follows that (Ared)�j(Cred)� =(A�)j�redC�. Now, because C� is the input operator of ~�, we have range(C�) �range(B~�), and thus �redC� = C�. This shows that Bg�red = Be� = �redBe�where Hred is regarded as a subspace of H and the projection �red servesonly as a reminder of this. In particular, because � is output stable, thene� is input stable together with g�red. But then, �red is output stable. Fromde�nition of Hred, it immediately follows that range(Bg�red) is dense in Hred,and then ker(C�red) = f0g, where C�red : Hred ! `2(Z+;Y ).Claim (i) is proved, once we show that the I/O maps coincide De� = Dg�red.Because A��red = �redA��red, then (AjHred)j = AjjHred. Now(Bred)� �Ared��j (Cred)� = B�(A�)jjHred � �redC�As above, from the inclusion range(C�) � range(Be�) it follows that(Bred)� �Ared��j (Cred)� = B�(A�)jC� for all j � 0. Because also the staticparts coincide, we have De� = Dg�red, and equivalently D� = D�red.



22 We consider the second claim (ii). The claim about the semigroup isalready settled. We have already shown Bg�red = �redBe�, and adjoining thisgives ip � C��red = ip � C�red, or C�jHred = C�red , because ip is unitary.It remains to consider the controllability map of �red. Because �redA =�redA�red, (Ared)jBred = (�redA�red)j�redB = �redAjB. Thus B�red ~u =�redB�~u for all ~u 2 dom(B�). Consequently, if � is input stable, so is �red.This proves claims (ii) and (iv). The claim (iii) follows by adjoining theprevious results.We make an additional remark on the controllability properties of �red. Be-cause B�red = �redB�, it follows from the boundedness of the orthogonalprojection that �red range(B�) � �redrange(B�) = range(B�red). Becausethe range of the projection �red : H ! Hred is of the second category inHred, �red range(B�) is, by the Open Mapping Theorem, a closed subspaceof range(B�red), in the norm of HP . If � is approximately controllable, then�red range(B�) is dense in Hred, because a continuous surjective mappingmaps dense sets onto dense sets. It then follows that range(B�red) = Hred;i.e. �red is approximately controllable.Similar results as Proposition 12 for continuous time well-posed linearsystems are given in [21]. There, the state space of the reduced system is afactor space of type H=ker(C�). If H is a Hilbert space, we can identify thiswith the Hilbert subspace ker(C�)?.We are ready to de�ne the main object of this section, namely the char-acteristic DLS �(P ), for P 2 ric(�; J).De�nition 13. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D )be an output stable and I/O stable DLS. Assume that there exists a regularcritical solution P crit0 2 ric0(�; J) and the I/O map D is (J;�P crit0 )-inner. LetP 2 ric(�; J) be arbitrary.(i) De�ne the closed subspacesHP := ker(C�P ); HP := ker(C�P )?;of the state space H. By �P denote the orthogonal projection onto HP .(ii) The reduced DLS (�P )red of �P (as given in Proposition 12) is denotedby �(P ) := ��PAjHP �PB�KP jHP I � ;The DLS �(P ) is called the characteristic DLS (of pair (�; J)), centeredat PThe following lemma collects the results we have obtained in a usefulform.



23Lemma 14. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D )be an output stable and I/O stable DLS. Assume that there exists a regularcritical solution P crit0 2 ric0(�; J), and the I/O map D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner.Let P 2 ric0(�; J) be arbitrary. Then the following holds:(i) The state space of �(P ) is HP . The DLS �(P ) is I/O stable, outputstable, and ker(C�(P )) = f0g. The I/O map of �(P ) satis�es D�(P ) =D�P .The adjoint DLS]�(P ) is input stable and approximately controllable:range(B]�(P )) = HP .(ii) If, in addition, � is input stable, then �(P ) is input stable and]�(P ) isoutput stable.(iii) Assume, in addition, that range(B�) = H, and �P > 0. Then HP =ker(P crit0 � P ), where P crit0 := �Ccrit� �� JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) is the uniqueregular critical solution.Proof. Claim (i) follows from claims (i) and (iii) of Proposition 12. If �is input stable, so are all spectral DLSs �P , P 2 ric(�; J) because theyhave the same controllability map. Claim (ii) follows now from claim (iv) ofProposition 12. Claim (iii) is a consequence of claim (iv) of Lemma 6.We remark that only the last claim (iii) required the I/O map of � to be(J;�P crit0 )-inner. Because we can write HP in terms of the solutions P andP crit0 , we can actually calculate the projection �P and also the operatorsappearing in �(P ).



244 Hankel and Toeplitz operators,and the characteristic DLS �(P )Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator, and � be an I/O stable andoutput stable DLS, such that a regular critical P crit0 2 ric0(�; J) exists. Fur-thermore, assume that � has a (J;�P crit0 )-inner I/O map. In De�nition 13 andLemma 14, we associate to each P 2 ric0(�; J) the characteristic DLS �(P ).The I/O map D�(P ) equals the (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner operator NP , where NP isthe inner factor in the (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner-outer factorization of the spectralfactor D�P = NPX . If D� itself is (J;�P crit0 )-inner, then D�P = NP and theouter factor is trivially X = I, see [16, Proposition 55]. However, we use thesymbol NP in place for D�P , because in the �nal Section 7, we allow D�P tohave a nontrivial outer factor X .In the main result of this section, Lemma 17, we consider the ranges ofthe observability map C]�(P ) and the Hankel operator ��+ eNP�� of the adjointcharacteristic DLS given by]�(P ) := �A�jHP ��PK�PB�jHP I � :Naturally, the I/O map of]�(P ) equals eNP . Because NP is (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner,eNP is (��1P crit0 ;��1P )-inner, by Corollary 4.The DLS]�(P ) is interesting because the ranges of the Toeplitz operatorseNP ��+ code the partial ordering of the solution set ric0(�; J), even if D�P con-tains a nontrivial outer factor. For details, see Lemma 1 and the discussionassociated to it. We remark that because Lemma 1 deals with the adjointoperators eNP rather than the original NP , the adjoint DLS]�(P ) must beconsidered instead of �(P ).In order to prove Lemma 17, we again need auxiliary Propositions 15and 16 that have some interest in themselves. Let � be a quite general I/Ostable and output stable DLS. In Proposition 15, we consider the inclusionsof the ranges range(C�) and range(��+D���). In the particular case, whenthe range(��+D���) is closed, equality of the ranges appears.Proposition 15. Let � := ( A BC D ) be an output stable and I/O stable DLS,with input space U , state space H and output space Y . De�ne the domainsand ranges as follows: range(��+D���) := ��+D� `2(Z�;U), dom(B�) :=Seq�(U), range(B�) := B� dom(B�), and range(C�) := C�H.(i) If � is input stable, thenrange(��+D���) � range(C):(ii) If � is approximately controllable, i.e. range(B�) = H, thenrange(C�) � range(��+D���):



25(iii) If � is input stable and approximately controllable, and the Hankel op-erator ��+D��� has closed range, thenrange(C�) = range(��+D���):Proof. We start by establishing claim (i). Let ~y 2 range(��+D����) be ar-bitrary. Then there exists a (possibly nonunique) ~u 2 `2(Z�;U) such that~y = ��+D���~u. Because dom(B�) := Seq�(U) is dense in `2(Z�;U), we canchoose a sequence f~ujgj�0 � dom(B�) such that ~uj ! ~u in the norm of`2(Z�;U). Then, because D� is bounded,��+D���~uj ! ~y as j !1;(11)in the norm of `2(Z+;Y ). Because B� is bounded, there is x 2 H, such thatB���~uj ! x. Because C� is bounded,C�B���~uj ! C�x as j !1;(12)in the norm of `2(Z+;Y ). Because ��+D��� = C�B� on dom(B�), we haveC�x = ~y and ~y 2 range(C�), by equations (11), (12), and the uniqueness ofthe limit. Because ~y 2 range(��+D����) was arbitrary, claim (i) follows.The proof of claim (ii) is straightforward. Trivially C� range(B�) �range(���D��). But then, the continuity of C� implies the inclusionsrange(C) := CH = C range(B�) � C range(B�) � range(���D��);becauseH = range(B�) as claimed. The last claim (iii) is an easy consequenceof the previous claims.Proposition 16. Let H be a Hilbert Space, and H1 its closed subspace. LetH2 be a (possibly nonclosed) vector subspace of H, such that H1?H2 andH = H1 +H2.Then H2 is closed, and we have the orthogonal direct sum decompositionH = H1 �H2.Proof. If x 2 H1 \ H2, then the orthogonality of H1 and H2 implies that0 = hx; xi = jjxjj2, whence x = 0. Thus H1 \ H2 = f0g, and H = H1 +H2is an algebraic direct sum. Assume x 2 H2, and let H2 3 xj ! x in thenorm of H. Then x = ~x1 + ~x2 for unique ~x1 2 H1 and ~x2 2 H2. LetP be the orthogonal projection onto H1. Then Pxj = 0 for all j becausexj 2 H2 � H?1 . Now we can estimatejjPxjj = jjPx� Pxjjj � jjx� xjjj ! 0 as j !1:It follows that 0 = Px = P ~x1 + P ~x2. Because ~x1 2 H1, then P ~x1 = ~x1.Because ~x2 2 H2 � H?1 , then P ~x2 = 0. Thus ~x1 = 0 and x = ~x2 2 H2. Thisimplies that H2 is (sequentially) closed.



26Now we have obtained necessary preliminary results, and it remains to applyPropositions 15 and 16 to the adjoint characteristic DLS]�(P ). We workunder the assumption that a regular critical P crit0 2 ric0(�; J) exists, and theindicator �P crit0 > 0. Then, as in Corollary 4, all indicators �P , P 2 ric0(�; J)are positive because it is assumed that the input space U is separable. So wecan de�ne the normalized I/O mapsN �P := � 12PNP�� 12P crit0 ; eN �P := �� 12P crit0 eNP� 12P(13)where N �P is inner from the left, (i.e. (I; I)-inner). In fact, the transferfunctions of both these normalized DLSs are inner (from both sides). If theinput space U is �nite dimensional, this is a trivial fact because all isometriesare unitary in a �nite dimensional space. The general case, when U is justa separable Hilbert space, is related to the fact that the evaluation of thetransfer function NP (0) is identity, and thus NP �0 (0) = � 12PNP (0)� 12P crit0 has abounded inverse. For details, see [16, Proposition 34]. The normalized DLSsare de�ned analogously:��(P ) := � 12P�(P )�� 12P crit0 ; and �̂�(P ) := �� 12P crit0 ]�(P )� 12P :(14)In the following lemma, we consider the adjoint characteristic DLS �̂�(P ).We show that the range of the Toeplitz operator eNP ��+ is �complemented�in `2(Z+;U) by the state space HP of]�(P ), through the observability mapC�̂�(P ).Lemma 17. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � be aninput stable, output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that the input spaceU is separable. Assume that a regular critical P crit0 2 ric0(�; J) exists, and�P crit0 > 0. Assume that the I/O map D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner.For all P 2 ric0(�; J), we have an orthogonal direct sum decomposition`2(Z+;U) = range( eN �P ��+)� range(C�̂�(P ));where the symbols are de�ned as in equations (13) and (14). In fact,range(C�̂�(P )) = range(��+ eN �P��), where both subspaces are closed.Proof. We �rst show that`2(Z+;U) = range( eN �P ��+)� range(��+ eNP ���);(15)where both the spaces are closed in `2(Z+;U). Because N �P (ei�) is inner fromboth sides, also eN �P (ei�) is inner from both sides.Thus eN �P : `2(Z;U) ! `2(Z;U) is a bounded bijection, with range( eN �P ) =`2(Z;U) and a bounded, shift-invariant (but noncausal) inverse. Thus, foreach ~w 2 `2(Z+;U), there is a ~u 2 `2(Z;U) such that~w = ��+ eN �P ~u = ��+ eN �P ��+~u+ ��+ eN �P��~u:



27So the algebraic direct sum of the (yet possibly nonclosed) vector spacesrange(��+ eN �P ��+) and range(��+ eN �P��) is all of `2(Z+;U).We prove the orthogonality of these spaces. eN �P is a causal isometryon `2(Z;U), by [5, part (a) Theorem 1.1]; here we have used the fact thatN �P (ei�) is unitary a.e. ei� 2 T, as discussed before this lemma. We have(��+ eN �P ��+)� � ��+ eN �P�� = ��+( eN �P )���+ � ��+ eN �P��= ��+( eN �P )� eN �P�� � (�� eN �P ��+)��� eN �P��= ��+�� � (�� eN �P ��+)��� eN �P�� = 0;because �� eN �P ��+ = 0 by causality. The range of the Toeplitz operator eN �P ��+is closed, because its symbol is inner from both sides. The range of the Hankeloperator range(��+ eN �P��) is closed, by Proposition 16 where the spaces areH = `2(Z+;U), H1 = range( eN �P ) and H2 = range(��+ eN �P��). This veri�esthat we have the orthogonal direct sum decomposition (15), and it remains toshow that the same is essentially true when the Hankel operator is replacedby the observability map C�̂�(P ).As discussed before the statement of this Lemma, �P > 0 for all P 2ric0(�; J), and the adjoint charcteristic DLS is described by Lemma 14.Clearly �̂�(P ) is I/O stable, because its I/O map is even inner. By claim(i) of Lemma 14, �̂�(P ) is input stable, and approximately controllablerange(B�̂�(P )) = HP . Finally, by claim (ii) of Lemma 14, �̂�(P ) is outputstable, because � is assumed to be input stable. Now, claim (iii) of Propo-sition 15 implies that range(��+ eN �P��) = range(C�̂�(P )), and, in particular,they are closed subspaces. The proof is now complete.For the closedness of the range of a Hankel operator, see [6, p. 258-259].In Theorem 23 it is important that the observability map C�̂�(P ) is coercive.To have this under the conditions of Lemma 17, it is enough to establishinjectivity.



285 Truncated shifts and operator modelsIn this section, we recall some notions from the Sz.Nagy�Foias operator modelfor later use in Section 6. Good references are e.g. [5, Chapter IX, Section 5],[19], and [22]. In this section, all Hilbert spaces are assumed to be separable.This makes it possible to work in terms of the boundary traces because ourtransfer functions are always of bounded type. As before, if � denotes anI/O map, then �(z) is its transfer function, and �(ei�) is the nontangentialboundary trace. We identify the spaces H2(T;U), (L2(T;U)) and `2(Z+;U),(`2(Z;U), respectively), by Fourier transform. With this identi�cation, theunilateral shift operator S = � ��+ denotes the forward shift on `2(Z+;U)as well as multiplication by ei� on H2(T;U). The adjoint backward shiftS� = ��+� � is understood in the analogous way. Finally, the symbol � denotesthe multiplication operator by �(ei�) on L2(U), as well as the correspondingI/O map on `2(Z;U).As before, an analytic function �(z) 2 H1(L(U)) is called inner (innerfrom the left), if the boundary trace function �(ei�) is unitary (isometry,respectively) a.e. ei� 2 T. If �(z) is an inner from the left, the closedsubspace is de�ned byK� := H2(T;U)	�H2(T;U):(16)By P� we denote the orthogonal projection onto K�. Because �H2(T;U)is S-invariant, K� is S�-invariant, or equivalently, S-co-invariant. By theBeurling�Lax�Halmos Theorem, all S�-invariant subspaces of H2(T;U) areof the form H2(T;U) 	 �H2(T;U 0), where �(z) 2 H1(L(U ;U 0)) is innerfrom the left, and U 0 � U is a Hilbert subspace.We now consider the restriction S�jK� and its adjoint, the compres-sion P�SjK�. The restriction S�jK� is a contractive linear operator on theHilbert subspace K� � H2(T;U). It is well known that various propertiesof S�jK� are coded into the function �(ei�); for this reasion it is called thecharacteristic function of S�jK�. In a more general case, the characteristicfunction �(ei�) 2 H1(T;U) can be allowed to be just contractive in the sensethat jj�(ei�)jj � 1 a.e. ei� 2 T. In this case, the set of operators fS�jK�gis rich enough to model all contractive linear operators. This is the famousSz.Nagy�Foias operator model of contractions. For a lucid introduction, see[5, Chapter IX, Section 5]. The special case, appropriate to this work, is whenthe characteristic function �(ei�) is inner. Then the contraction S�jK� hasa number of interesting properties and we now look at some of them. Thefollowing proposition is [19, Corollary, p. 43]:Proposition 18. Let �(ei�) be a contractive analytic function. Then �(ei�)is inner (from both sides) if and only if S�jK� 2 C00. Here C00 denotes theclass of contractions T on a Hilbert space, such thats� limj!1T j = 0; s� limj!1T �j = 0:



29We clearly see that class of C00-contractions is invariant under unitarysimilarity, and closed under taking the Hilbert space adjoint. Actually [19,Corollary on p. 43] says more than Proposition 18: all C00-contractionsare unitarily equivalent to some S�jK�, for some inner �(z). The adjoint(S�jK�)� = P�SjK� is a C00-contraction, and it is unitarily equivalent toS�jKe�, where e�(z) = �(�z)� is the adjoint inner function. For proof, see [19,Lemma on p. 75].The spectrum of S�jK� 2 C00 is studied in Lemma 20 with the aid ofspectrum of the function �(z), de�ned as follows:De�nition 19. Let �(z) be an inner function. Its spectrum �(�) is de�nedto be the complement of the set of z 2 D, such that an open neighborhoodNz � C of z exists with(i) �(z)�1 exists in Nz \D,(ii) �(z)�1 can be analytically continued to a full neighborhood Nz.For the proof of the following Livsic-Möller -type result, [19, Theorem onp. 75].Lemma 20. Let U be a separable Hilbert space, and �(z) 2 H1(L(U)) beinner. De�ne T� := P�SjK� 2 L(K�). Then(i) �(T�) = �(�), where �(�) � D is the spectrum of the characteristicfunction �(z).(ii) The point spectrum of T� and T �� = S�jK� satis�es�p(T�) = fz 2 D j ker(�(z)) 6= f0gg�p(T ��) = fz 2 D j ker(e�(z)) 6= f0ggWe remark that �P (T�) � �(T�), and the inclusion can be proper. Thedimension dimU is the multiplicity of the shift that models T�. If dimU <1, then �p(T ��) = �p(T�), by dimension counting. Also, dimker(z � T�) �dimU for all z 2 D. Much more is known about the truncated shift S�jK�if we know its characteristic function �(z), and conversely. For example, theinvariant subspace structure of S�jK� and the left inner factors of �(z) areconnected. To apply these descriptions to DARE, we need to translate thesenotions into the time domain and state space language.De�nition 21. Let � = ( A BC D ) be an I/O stable and output stable DLS. Wede�ne the following subspacesK� := `2(Z+;Y )	 range(D���+)eK� := range(C�) � `2(Z+;Y ):



30 Both K� and eK� are S�-invariant. If the transfer function D�(z) is inner,we see that the closed subspace K� corresponds, via Fourier transform, to theco-invariant subspace KD� � H2(T;Y ), as de�ned in equation (16). In thispaper, the spaces K�̂�(P ) is investigated. Under the assumptions of Lemma17, we have the equality of the spaces range(C�̂�(P )) = eK�̂�(P ) = K�̂�(P ), whereD�̂�(P ) = eN �P . The model operator S�jK eN �P is the truncated unilateral shift(��+� �) jK�̂�(P ) in space `2(Z+;U). Actually, we shall write S� instead of ��+� �also in the time domain. Stated in other words, the backward shift S� =��+� �, restricted to K�̂�(P ) = range(C�̂�(P )) is a contractive linear operatorwhose characteristic function is eN �P (z) 2 H1(L(U)). In the next section, weshall make a connection to the state space and semigroup of �̂�(P ).6 Invariant subspaces of the semigroupIt is now time to combine the results of previous sections, and produce the�rst of our main results. We start by reminding the main lines of previoussections. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a cost operator, and � = ( A BC D ) be an outputstable and I/O stable DLS, such that range(B�) = H. We assume thatthe regular critical solution P crit0 := (Ccrit� )�JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) exists and�P crit0 > 0. It then follows that all P 2 ric0(�; J) have a positive indicator,see [16, Corollary 54]. In this section, we still make the technical assumptionthat the I/O map D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner, as in Lemma 14. This assumptionwill be removed in the �nal Section 7 of this work.Under these assumptions, we associate two mutually orthogonal sub-spaces HP := ker(C�P ) � H and HP := H 	 HP to each solution P 2ric0(�; J). Here, as always before, �P := � A B�KP I � denotes the spectralDLS, centered at P . In claim (iv) Lemma 6 it is shown that HP is A-invariant. By the same lemma, the subspace HP is related to the solutionP 2 ric0(�; J) in the following simple way: Because D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner,HP = ker(C�P ) = ker(P crit0 �P ). Now we see that the solutions P 2 ric0(�; J)are immediately associated to a family fHPg of A�-invariant subspaces. Thismakes it possible to de�ne the restricted operators A�jHP and their adjoints,the compressions �PAjHP of the semigroup generator.In this section, we study the structure of the restriction A�jHP 2 L(HP )in terms of the characteristic (transfer) function eN �P (z), for arbitrary P 2ric0(�; J). This is done with the aid of the (normalized) adjoint charac-teristic DLS �̂�(P ) whose semigroup generator is A�jHP , and I/O maps isD�̂�(P )(z) = eN �P (z). The DLS �̂�(P ) is the conveniently normalized adjointDLS of �(P ) which has been introduced in the following way: By Proposi-tion 12, the null space HP := ker(C�P ) � H is divided away from the statespace H of the spectral DLS �P . We obtain another DLS, the characteristic�(P ) := (�P )red whose state space is HP � it is the reduced DLS whoseI/O map equals that of the spectral DLS �P . Furthermore, the DLS �(P )



31is output stable and observable: ker(C�(P )) = f0g. The adjoint DLS]�(P ) isinput stable and approximately controllable: range(B]�(P )) = HP . A simplenormalization is now required to turn]�(P ) into �̂�(P ).Under the above assumptions, the I/O map NP of �(P ) is (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner, where both �P and �P crit0 are positive. The normalization, as done informulae(13) and (14), gives us ��(P ) and its adjoint DLS �̂�(P ). The latteris particularly interesting to us, and already considered in Section 4. TheDLS �(P ) and its normalized version ��(P ) is given by�(P ) := ��PAjHP �PB�KP jHP I � ; ��(P ) :=  �PAjHP �PB�� 12P crit�� 12PKP jHP � 12P�� 12P crit ! :The state space of the DLSs �(P ), ��(P ),]�(P ) and �̂�(P ) is HP , which isregarded as a subspace of H. The properties of �̂�(P ) and its semigroupgenerator A�jHP are described in the following.Lemma 22. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D ) bean output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that the input space U is separable.Assume that the regular critical solution P crit0 := (Ccrit� )�JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J)exists, and �P crit0 > 0. Assume that the I/O map D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner.For arbitrary P 2 ric0(�; J), the following holds:(i) The normalized adjoint characteristic DLS �̂�(P ) is input stable andrange(B�̂�(P )) = HP . The observability map C�̂�(P ) is densely de�nedin HP , and closed. We have the commutant equation�S�j ~K�̂�(P )� � C�̂�(P ) x0 = C�̂�(P ) � (A�jHP ) x0; S� := ��+� �;(17)for all x0 2 dom(C�̂�(P )), where the possibly nonclosed subspace ~K�̂�(P ) �`2(Z+;U) is given in De�nition 21.(ii) Assume, in addition, that � is input stable. Then the DLS �̂�(P ) isoutput stable and dom(C�̂�(P )) = HP . The range of C�̂�(P ) is closed,and equals K�̂�(P ), given in De�nition 21. The following similaritytransform holds�S�jK�̂�(P )� � C�̂�(P ) = C�̂�(P ) � (A�jHP );(18)where all the operators are bounded.(iii) Assume, in addition, that � is input stable and approximately control-lable: range(B�) = H. Then ker(C�̂�(P )) = f0g, and the observabilitymap C�̂�(P ) : HP ! K�̂�(P ) is a bounded bijection with a bounded in-verse.



32Proof. We start with claim (i). The DLS �̂�(P ) is input stable and approxi-mately controllable, by claim (i) of Lemma 14, because the normalization bythe boundedly invertible indicator operators �P crit0 and �P plays no essentialrole. For any I/O stable DLS �, range(B�) � dom(C�), by [14, Lemmas 49and 40]. It follows that the observability map C�̂�(P ) is densely de�ned inHP , because range(�̂�(P )) = HP . The closedness of C�̂�(P ) is dealed in [14,Lemma 27]. Equation (17) is a basic property of the DLS, and claim (i) isnow proved.We proceed to prove claim (ii). Claim (ii) of Lemma 14 implies the outputstability of �̂�(P ), if it is assumed that � is input stable. By the Closed Graphtheorem, we see that dom(C�̂�(P )) = HP . The range of C�̂�(P ) is closed, andequals K�̂�(P ), by Lemma 17. Now the similarity transform (18) follows nowfrom equation (17).To prove the �nal claim (iii), we show that approximately controllabilityrange(B�) = H implies the injectivity of the observability map C�̂�(P ). We�rst show that if range(B�) = range(B�P ) = H, then range(B�(P )) = HP =range(�P ). For contradiction, assume that x0 2 range(�P ) 	 range(B�(P )).Because B�(P ) = �PB�P = �PB� by claim (ii) of Proposition 12, we wouldhave for such x0 and all ~u 2 `2(Z�;U):0 = hx0;�PB�~ui = h�Px0;B�~ui = hx0;B�~ui :But then x0 = 0 because range(B�) is dense in H. So range(B�(P )) = HP , orequivalently, ker(C]�(P )) = f0g, by Proposition 11. The proof is completed,by recalling the well known functional analytic fact that a bounded bijectionbetween Hilbert spaces has a bounded inverse.We conclude from claim (iii) of Lemma 22 that if the observability mapC�̂�(P ) is injective, then the similarity transform (18) e�ectively combinesthe properties of A�jHP to the properties of the restricted shift S�jK�̂�(P ).By using the theory of shift operator models as outlined in Section 5, theproperties of S�jK�̂�(P ) and its characteristic function D�̂�(P )(z) = eN �P (z) aretied together in a very strong manner.Theorem 23. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D )be an input stable, output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that the inputspace U is separable and range(B�) = H. Assume that the regular criticalP crit0 := (Ccrit� )�JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) exists, and �P crit0 > 0. Assume that the I/Omap D� is (J;�P crit0 )-inner.Then for arbitrary P 2 ric0(�; J) the following holds:(i) The restriction A�jHP is similar to a C00-contraction, whose innercharacteristic function is eN �P (z) 2 H1(L(U)). The similarity trans-form is given by�S�jK�̂�(P )� � C�̂�(P ) = C�̂�(P ) � (A�jHP )(19)



33where C�̂�(P ) : HP ! K�̂�(P ) is a bounded bijection, and the S�-invariantsubspace K�̂�(P ) is given in De�nition 21.(ii) The spectra satisfy �(�PAjHP ) = �( eN �P ) = �(A�jHP ), where the bardenotes complex conjugation, and the spectrum of the inner function isgiven in De�nition 19.In particular, both �(�PAjHP ) and �(A�jHP ) are subsets of the closedunit disk D.(iii) The point spectra satisfy�p(A�jHP ) = fz 2 D j ker(NP (z)) 6= f0gg(20)and �p(�PAjHP ) = fz 2 D j ker( eNP (z)) 6= f0gg:(21)In particular, if A�jHP is compact, then it is power stable(i.e. �(A�jHP ) < 1).(iv) Both A�jHP and its adjoint �PAjHP are strongly stable.Proof. The �rst claim (i) follows from the similarity transform in equation(18) of Lemma 22, together with the discussion in Section 5.Let us look at claim (ii) of the spectrum. Let � 2 C be arbitrary. Thenwe have ��� S�jK�̂�(P )� = C�̂�(P ) ��� A�jHP� �C�̂�(P )��1 :(22)where �C�̂�(P )��1 : K�̂�(P ) ! HP is the bounded inverse of the boundedbijection. Immediately, � �S�jK�̂�(P )� = �(A�jHP ). By adjoining� �P�̂�(P )SjK�̂�(P )� = �(�A�jHP��) = �(�PAjHP );where P�̂�(P ) is the orthogonal projection of `2(Z+;U) onto K�̂�(P ). Lemma20 implies now that �(A�jHP ) = �(�PAjHP ) = �( eN �P ). This proves claim(ii). Claim (iii) about the point spectra follows similarly from equation (22)and the latter claim of Lemma 20. We just remark that if A�jHP is compact,then �(A�jHP ) � D because the origin is the only accumulation point thata spectrum of a compact operator can have.To verify claim (iv), note �rst that �S�jK�̂�(P )� is a C00-contraction, seeProposition 18. Then we havejj �A�jHP�j x0jj � jj�C�̂�(P )��1 jj � jj�S�jK�̂�(P )�j C�̂�(P )x0jj ! 0;as j !1. The adjoint part is similar, and the proof is complete.



34Corollary 24. Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 23, but assume,in addition, that dimU <1 . Then for arbitrary P 2 ric0(�; J)�(A�jHP ) \D = �p(A�jHP ) = �p(�PAjHP );(23)where the bar denotes complex conjugation. If f�j(A�jHP )gj�1 is the enu-meration of the eigenvalues �p(A�jHP ) in the nondecreasing order of absolutevalues, then the following Blaschke condition is satis�edXj�1 (1� j�j(A�jHP )j) <1:(24)In particular, both A�jHP and �PAjHP are injective.Proof. From claim (iii) of Theorem 23 we conclude that �p(A�jHP ) =�p(�PAjHP ) because for each z 2 D, ker( eN �P (z)) 6= f0g is equivalent toker( eN �P (z)�) = ker(N �P (�z)) 6= f0g, by dimension counting in the �nite di-mensional space U . Because �p(A�jHP ) � �(A�jHP ) \ D by claim (iii) ofTheorem 23, the equality (23) is proved once we establish �(A�jHP ) \D ��p(A�jHP ).Because n := dimU <1, we can consider the complex function det eN �P (z),for z 2 D. By recalling the de�nition of the determinant as a �nite sum ofproducts of the matrix elements, we see that det eN �P (z) is an analytic func-tion. For any n� n matrix M we have byj detM j = nYj=1 j�j(M)j � nYj=1 �j(M) � jjM jjnwhere �j(M) are the eigenvalues of H, �j(M) are the singular values of M ,and their inequality is by H. Weyl, see [4, p. 1092]. This makes is possible toconclude that det eN �P (z) 2 H1(D;C), and because j det(U)j = 1 for unitaryU , we conclude that det eN �P (z) is an inner function. Of course, the same istrue for detN �P (z), too.We proceed to show that�( eN �P ) \D = fz 2 D j det eN �P (z) = 0g:(25)By the basic property of the determinant, the open set E := D n fz 2D j det eN �P (z) = 0g is exactly the set of z 2 D where eN �P (z) is invertible.To show (25), we must additionally show that the mapping z 7! eN �P (z)�1is analytic in the set E � D. This follows from the following outline of anargument: Assume f(z) is a matrix-valued analytic function in E � C, suchthat det f(z0) 6= 0 for some z0 2 E. Then f(z0) has an inverse, and we canassume that f(z0) = I without any loss of generality. By developing f(z)into its power series at z0, we have jjI � f(z)jj � 1=2 if jz � z0j < � for some� > 0. It then follows that the von Neumann seriesf(z)�1 = (I � (I � f(z)))�1 =Xj�0 (I � f(z))j



35converges for all jz � z0j < �. In fact, the convergence is uniform on thecompact subsets of fz j jz� z0j < �g. Because the limit of such a sequence ofanalytic functions is analytic, f(z)�1 is analytic for jz � z0j < �. Equation(25) follows from this consideration and De�nition 19 of �( eN �P ).From equality (25), we conclude that �(A�jHP ) \ D =fz 2 D jdet eN �P (z) = 0g, by claim (ii) of Theorem 23. Let z 2 �(A�jHP ) \ D bearbitrary. Then det eN �P (z) = 0, and the matrix eN �P (z) fails to be injective.The same is true for N �P (�z) = eN �P (z)� because dimU < 1. Now claim(iv) of Theorem 23 shows that �z 2 �P (A�jHP ), and the converse inclusion�(A�jHP ) \D � �p(A�jHP ) follows.We have now proved that�(A�jHP ) \D = fz 2 D j detN �P (z) = 0g = �P (A�jHP );where detN �P (z) is an inner function. By e.g. [20, Theorem 17.9], the zeroesof an inner function can be factorized away by a Blaschke product. Becausethe zeroes of the Blaschke product satisfy the Blaschke condition, equation(24) follows. The �nal claim about the injectivity of A�jHP and �PAjHPfollows because eNP (0) = I is invertible.Under particular conditions, we can make conclusions of the unrestrictedsemigroup generator A itself. The proof of the following corollary is basedon Lemma 22 and Corollary 24.Corollary 25. Make the same assumptions as in Theorem 23. Assume thatthere exists a P 2 ric0(�; J) such that HP = H. Then A is similar toa C00-contraction, and is strongly stable together with its adjoint A�. If Ais compact, then it is power stable �(A) < 1. If dimU < 1, then theeigenvalues �j(A)j�0 = �(A) \D satisfy the Blaschke conditionXj�1 (1� j�jj) <1:In particular, if P crit0 > 0 and there exists a P 2 ric0(�; J) such that P � 0,it follows that HP = H.We complete this section by considering what happens if the approximatecontrollability condition in claim (iii) of Lemma 22 is not satis�ed, but allthe other conditions of the preceeding claim (ii) are satis�ed. Then all theoperators are bounded in the commutant equation�S�jK�̂�(P )� � C�̂�(P ) = C�̂�(P ) � (A�jHP );and even range(C�̂�(P )) = K�̂�(P ) is closed. However, ker(C�̂�(P )) can be non-trivial. If we make the decomposition of the state space HP = ker(C�̂�(P ))?�



36ker(C�̂�(P )) and use the fact the null space of the observability map is semi-group invariant, the commutant equation takes now the form�S�jK�̂�(P )� � hC�̂�(P )jker(C�̂�(P ))? 0i= hC�̂�(P )jker(C�̂�(P ))? 0i �� " �1A�jker(C�̂�(P ))? 0(I � �1)A�jker(C�̂�(P ))? (I � �1)A�jker(C�̂�(P ))#or �S�jK�̂�(P )� � C�̂�(P )jker(C�̂�(P ))?= C�̂�(P )jker(C�̂�(P ))? � ��1A�jker(C�̂�(P ))?� ;where �1 is the orthogonal projection of HP onto ker(C�̂�(P ))?, andC�̂�(P )jker(C�̂�(P ))? is now a bounded bijection. What has already been statedabout A�jHP under the approximate controllability of �, can now be gener-ally stated about the compression �1A�jker(C�̂�(P ))?, at the cost of increasednotational burden.



377 GeneralizationIn this section, we use extensively the tools developed in [17, Section 15], andin particular [17, Proposition 104 and Theorem 105].The general goal of this section is to translate the results of previous sec-tions (valid for DLSs � having a (J; S)-inner I/O map) to general output sta-ble and I/O stable DLS � without this restriction. For this to be possible, wemust require that a regular critical solution P crit0 := (Ccrit� )�JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J)exists, where Ccrit� := (I � ��+D�(��+D��JD���+)�1��+D��J)C�:(26)Furthermore, we make it a standing hypothesis that both J � 0 andrange(B�) = H. This implies that P crit0 is the unique critical solution inset ric(�; J) � ric0(�; J).We �rst make the preliminary state feedback, associated to the solutionP crit0 . This gives the closed loop system�P crit0 = �AP crit0 BCP crit0 D� :This is the inner DLS of �, centered at the regular critical solution P crit0 2ric0(�; J). The DLS �P crit0 carries much of the interesting structure of theoriginal DLS �, see [17, Proposition 104], Even the structure H1DAREsric(�; J) and ric(�P crit0 ; J) is quite similar, see [17, Theorem 105]. However,the I/O map of �P crit0 is (J;�P crit0 )-inner, by [17, Lemma 79]. To the innerDLS �P crit0 and inner DARE ric(�P crit0 ; J), we can apply the theory of Section6. The results are then translated back to the original data, namely the DLS�, cost operator J and H1DARE ric(�; J). This trick gives us informationabout the invariant and co-invariant subspace structure of the closed loopsemigroup generator AP crit0 , rather than the open loop semigroup generatorA. The full solution sets of the DAREs Ric(�; J) and Ric(�P crit0 ; J) are equalby [17, Lemma 65]. Thus the spectral DLS (�P crit0 )P makes sense, for allP 2 Ric(�; J). It is given by(�P crit0 )P = � AP crit0 BKP crit0 �KP I � :(27)by [17, equation (59) of Proposition 59] With the aid of formula (27), weenlarge the de�nition of the characteristic DLS �(P ) (see De�nition 13) toDLSs whose I/O map need not be (J;�P crit0 )-inner.De�nition 26. Let J 2 L(Y ) be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D )be an output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that the input space U is sep-arable. Assume that the regular critical solution P crit0 := (Ccrit� )�JCcrit� 2ric0(�; J) exists.



38 For P 2 ric(�; J), the characteristic DLS �(P ) of P is the reduced DLS(in the sense of Proposition 12) of the spectral DLS (�P crit0 )P . It is given by�(P ) = � �PAP crit0 jHP �PB(KP crit0 �KP )jHP I � :where HP := ker(P crit0 �P )?, �P is the orthogonal projection of H onto HP .If range(B�) = H and � itself has an (J;�P crit0 )-inner I/O map, thenKP crit0 = 0, AP crit0 = A and immediately �P crit0 = �, see the proof of Lemma6. In this case, the characteristic DLS �(P ) coincides with the one givenin De�nition 13, for DLSs with (J;�P crit0 )-inner I/O map. We now considerrestrictions of AP crit0 to its certain invariant subspaces, for each P 2 ric0(�; J).Theorem 27. Let J � 0 be a self-adjoint cost operator. Let � = ( A BC D ) bean input stable, output stable and I/O stable DLS, such that the input spaceU and output space Y are separable. Assume that range(B�) = H and theinput operator B 2 L(U ;H) is Hilbert�Schmidt. Assume that the regularcritical solution P crit0 := (Ccrit� )�JCcrit� 2 ric0(�; J) exists.Let P 2 ric0(�; J) be arbitrary. By �(P ) denote its characteristic DLS,given by De�nition 26. By NP denote the (�P ;�P crit0 )-inner factor of D�P .Then the following holds:(i) The restriction of �PA�P crit0 jHP is similar to a C00-contraction, whosecharacteristic function is eN �P (z). The similarity transform is given by�S�jK�̂�(P )� C�̂�(P ) = C�̂�(P ) � �Acrit�jHP�(28)where C�̂�(P ) : HP ! K�̂�(P ) is a bounded bijection, and the S�-invariantsubspace K�̂�(P ) is given in De�nition 21.(ii) The spectra satisfy �(�PAP crit0 jHP ) = �( eN �P ) = �(A�P crit0 jHP ), wherethe bar denotes complex conjugation, and the spectrum of the innerfunction is given in De�nition 19. In particular, both �(�PAP crit0 jHP )and �(A�P crit0 jHP ) are subsets of the closed unit disk D.(iii) The point spectra satisfy�p(A�P crit0 jHP ) = fz 2 D j ker(NP (z)) 6= f0ggand �p(�PAP crit0 jHP ) = fz 2 D j ker( eNP (z)) 6= f0gg:In particular, if A�P crit0 jHP is compact, then it is power stable (i.e.�(A�P crit0 jHP ) < 1).



39(iv) Both A�P crit0 jHP and its adjoint �PAP crit0 jHP are strongly stable.Proof. We reduce this theorem to Theorem 23 by making a preliminary feed-back, associated to the solution P crit0 := (Ccrit� )�JCcrit� . This amounts to re-placing the original pair (�; J) by the pair (�P crit0 ; J). By [17, claims (i) and(iii) of Proposition 104], the inner DLS �P crit0 is input stable, output stable,I/O stable and approximately controllable range(B�Pcrit0 ) = H. Also, the I/Omap of �P crit0 is (J;�P crit0 )-inner. The input and output spaces of � and �P crit0coincide, and are thus separable.By [17, claim (ii) of Proposition 104], P crit0 is the unique regular criticalsolution of its inner DARE ric(�P crit0 ; J), too. Because J � 0, it follows thatP crit0 � 0 and its indicator (equalling �P crit0 ) is positive. We conclude that theinner DLS �P crit0 , together with the cost operator J , satis�es the conditionsof Theorem 23.An application of Theorem 23 to the DLS �P crit0 , the cost operator Jand the H1DARE ric(�P crit0 ; J) proves all claims (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) forarbitrary P 2 ric0(�P crit0 ; J). But ric0(�P crit0 ; J) = ric0(�; J), by [17, claim(ii) of Theorem 105] and the fact that the input operator B, common to both� and �P crit0 , is Hilbert�Schmidt. This completes the proof.Under the assumptions of Theorem 27, also the analogous results to Corol-laries 24 and 25 hold, if the open loop semigroup generator A is replacedby the closed loop semigroup generator AP crit0 . In particular, Corollary 25gives a stabilization result for the critical closed loop semigroup. We remarkthat the Hilbert�Schmidt compactness assumption of the input operator Bin Theorem 27 is required only to obtain the equality of the solution setsric0(�P crit0 ; J) = ric0(�; J). In particular, if dimU < 1, this assumption istrivially satis�ed.
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